Operations Committee Minutes

Date/Time

06/02/2018 10am – 11am

Attendees

Jodie Croft, Andy Collings, Joe Garrod, Danielle West

Apologies

None

Item
1. Approve last
meeting’s
minutes*
2. Matters arising

Discussion

Action/Outcome
The minutes were
reviewed and approved.

JC noted UHY have submitted higher audit
fees that expected for 16/17. £14k as opposed
to £12,250 expected.

JC to request reasons for
higher fees from UHY

JC noted 168 applications for 60 places at DPA
for September 2018 – unsure how many first
choices
218 applications for 60 places at TPA, 35 first
choices and 50 more applications than last
year.
The committee were very pleased with the
numbers of applications for both schools and
the upward trajectory for TPA.
3. Consolidated
academy
accounts
proposal

The committee were informed that Edufin will
provide the usefulness of a consolidated trial
balance as recommended by UHY for the
financial year 17/18 for no additional fees

JC to monitor
implementation during the
course of the year

4. PDG request

In light of recent developments to the opening
of KPA, the DfE have deferred making a
decision about the additional PDG until
timelines have been re-confirmed. JC has
prepared a PDG request based on 2 scenarios
– KPA opening 2019 or 2020

JC/TDQ to develop
succession plan for
leadership roles across the
trust in a variety of possible
scenarios.

The committee discussed the lack of reserves
in the central trust and agreed that it is not a

JC to finalise and submit
PDG request at instigation
of DfE

priority to gather funds at the centre at the
moment.

5. RO Tender

6. Review of
Academy and
Trust
management
accounts;
projected
surplus/deficit,
and actions**

DW suggested further work to encourage a
good or outstanding primary to join the trust.
AC warned against taking on a failing school in
with a deficit to avoid the trust taking on
unsustainable financial situation.
JC noted it is still hard to attract another
primary, DW suggested promoting the move
as an opportunity for the head to take on a
trust wide role. The committee ruled out
increasing the trust topslice at this point in
time. JC confirmed the opening of 2 new
academy competitions in March 2018 which
the trust will focus on bidding for. Both of
which would alter the financial circumstances
at the centre.
AC praised the trust for maintain a small
surplus in the current climate of 1/3rd MATS
reporting deficits.
JC reported 3 quotes for internal audit work:
Campion £1800 per school, Strictly HR £1500
per school, Bishop Fleming £1750 per school,
UHY £1125 per school

The Committee noted all three funds are in
surplus and budgets being spent according to
plan.
TPA: principal and office manager monitoring
and managing budget carefully.
DPA: as above and spending some surplus
income on priority areas eg play therapy and
new SENCO appointment. DW suggested a
trust wide role for new SENCO to justify value
for money.
JC asked the committee if they had any views
on whether DPAs reserve should be invested –
current business interest rates are circa 0.51%. The committee agreed that it wasn’t
worth moving the reserve sum for such a low
rate of return but far better to ensure the GLT
bank account can weather potential cash flow
issues in the future.

The Committee are happy
to proceed with UHY as
internal auditor for
2017/18. JC to initiate
internal audits earlier than
usual to support timely and
useful recommendations.
JC invited committee
members to submit any
further questions by email
AC to provide further
clarity on whether the
lump sum is protected by
the MFG.

7. Review capital
expenditure
and
procurement

8. Approval of
invoices over
£10,000

9. Review FOI
policy &
Maternity
Paternity and
Adoption
Leave policy*
& **

10. Review
academy crisis
management
policies*
11. H&S audit
reports and
action plans**

JC asked if the committee had any
understanding on the reduction of the lump
sum in the NFF review. AC believes the lump
sum to be included in the MFG but will ask a
colleague for further clarity. Both trust schools
are set to gain per pupil funding in the NFF
review however it is unclear whether they
might both lose funding if the lump sum is not
part of the equation.
DPA £10,600 on trim trail: using sports
premium to fund.
AC warned likely reduction of sports premium
in 2018/19

JC to adjust forecast
budgets in light of lower
predicted sports premium
grants.

JC reported that the external play equipment
at TPA has been installed and opened officially
by Vince Cable with press coverage. The
equipment is well designed and enhances the
outdoor area.
DPA £10,600 on trim trail supplied by
Playforce

Approved by the
committee

FOI – JG noted a paragraph outlining grounds
for refusing FOI requests would be useful.
JG asked for a paragraph outlining the
purpose of the crisis management policies to
be inserted at the beginning
DW noted a change in personnel for the GEMS
ICT contact
DW agreed to send Maternity, Paternity and
Adoption leave policy to JC for further revision
See item 9 above.

DPA: external H&S adviser to conduct audit in
March 2018. Weekly walk around’s with
Business manager and premises manager pick
up any obvious problems. Premises manager
attending H&S training courses.
Recommendations of March audit to be sent
to this committee in due course.

JC to update each policy
accordingly and re-circulate
for approval by email in
due course, JC also
suggested better to wait to
approve until GEMS legal
advisers have approved our
GDPR updates in each
policy.

JC noted vulnerability of DPA in light of the
recent collapse of Carillion who are liable for
many build defects and other latent defects
during the first year of occupation.

12. GDPR update

13. KPA and
timeline for
opening
14. Other new
business

JG asked for clarity over the legal position of
the school in relation to latent defects and
collateral warranties
JC has reviewed and updated all relevant
documents in light with GDPR changes. JC to
share resources with GEMS in return for a
legal adviser to review and approve our
changes
See item 4.

JC to consider packaging GDPR resources for
sale to other schools/trusts

JC to action legal review of
GLT documents in light of
GDPR

Noted by the Committee

JC to promote consultancy services to
generate additional income for the trust
15. Review risk
register*

JC to update risk register in light of recent
collapse of Carillion.
The committee were happy with the more
comprehensive register and new issues log

17.

AOB

JG asked if either school were in a position to
sell land for residential development, neither
of which currently are.
JC noted timely submission of academy
accounts 16/17 and accounts return. The
accounts are now available on the Trust
website.

JC to update risk register in
light of recent collapse of
Carillion.

